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ABSTRACT

1.

The pervasive growth of location-based services such as
Foursquare and Yelp has enabled researchers to incorporate better personalization into recommendation models by
leveraging the geo-temporal breadcrumbs left by a plethora
of travelers. In this paper, we explore Travel path recommendation, which is one of the applications of intelligent urban
navigation that aims in recommending sequence of point of
interest (POIs) to tourists. Currently, travelers rely on a
tedious and time-consuming process of searching the web,
browsing through websites such as Trip Advisor, and reading travel blogs to compile an itinerary. On the other hand,
people who do not plan ahead of their trip find it extremely
difficult to do this in real-time since there are no automated
systems that can provide personalized itinerary for travelers.
To tackle this problem, we propose a tour recommendation
model that uses a probabilistic generative framework to incorporate user’s categorical preference, influence from their
social circle, the dynamic travel transitions (or patterns) and
the popularity of venues to recommend sequence of POIs for
tourists. Through comprehensive experiments over a rich
dataset of travel patterns from Foursquare, we show that
our model is capable of outperforming the state-of-the-art
probabilistic tour recommendation model by providing contextual and meaningful recommendation for travelers.

Tour recommendation has become a new trend in the field
of intelligent urban navigation. The dramatic increase in the
amount of publicly available check-in data has generated
substantial interest among different research communities
to work on this problem. Different from conventional way
of recommending independent venues, the objective of tour
recommendation is to suggest a sequence of points of interest (POIs) that will serve as travel itineraries to users. Tour
recommendation is more challenging than the conventional
one due to two main reasons. First, since most users are
not native to their tour destination (i.e. users are tourists),
the check-in information of these users is extremely sparse.
Therefore, using simple collaborative filtering based techniques will yield poor recommendation results. To overcome
this problem, it is crucial to learn the topical preference of
users from their historical check-ins and incorporate them as
content-based features to create a hybrid recommendation
model. Second, many researchers have shown that human
mobility exhibits a strong temporal pattern [31, 5]. Unlike conventional recommendation, where POI suggestions
are made in a disjoint manner, these temporal features play
a critical role in determining the next check-in spot when
suggesting a sequence of POIs for travelers.
In addition to the above-mentioned traits of tour recommendation, LBSNs such as Foursquare and Yelp enable
travelers to communicate with other fellow travelers, interact with the residents from their tour destination and add
other users to their social network of friends to make an
informed choice about the travel destination. Therefore, it
is essential to utilize the social network of travelers as implicit meta-data information to create a robust recommendation framework. Finally, travelers have limited duration
of stay and they tend to prefer venues that are popular and
well rated. Consequently, it is important to factor-in the
POI-specific characteristics such as geographical distance between venues and their popularity. We illustrate the abovementioned traits using a toy example in Figure 1 that depicts a tourist who begins his journey at New York’s JFK
airport. Let us assume that the tourist plans to stay for just
1 day and his topical interests are nature and history museums. Based on the time constraints and topical preference,
one logical sequence would be to start with Prospect park,
which is geo-graphically closer to his current location, and
suggest venues such as the Old Stone house, Botanical gar-
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INTRODUCTION

den and Brooklyn bridge. When compared to the POIs in
Manhattan, although these locations are not extremely popular, they are well-rated and more importantly they match
the topical interests of the user. Another option is to recommend the set of POIs in route 2. Contrary to the sequence
in route 1, the venues in route 2 are extremely popular, but
they do not exactly match with the user’s topical interest.
This is just one scenario; as we can see, there are multiple
travel routes. Nonetheless, the POIs suggested by a good
recommendation system should be a blend of geographical
distance, personal choice of the user, social preference of the
user’s community and popularity of the venues. To achieve
this, in this paper, we propose a social sequential tour rec-

Impact of Travel Sequence: One of the main goals of
this paper is to incorporate Markovian relationships between
POIs into our recommendation model. Therefore, the first
step is to understand the nature of decision making of travelers. In particular, we are interested in determining whether
they follow sequential patterns when traveling or visit POIs
randomly. To answer this question, we employ hypothesis testing and perform the following steps: (1) obtain the
global travel pattern by calculating conditional probabilities
of traveling from the source venue X to target venue Y for
all POI combinations; (2) for each user, obtain the top 10
ranked global travel patterns that correspond to his POI
visits. If the user has pursued at least 50% of the POI sequences from this global pattern, categorize him as followed,
if not, categorize as not followed ; (3) randomly sample 100
travelers for 1,000 iterations and count the number of users
who followed and those who did not. The result of this experiment is shown in Figure 2(a), where we notice that the
median number of users who adhere to a travel pattern are
higher than those who do not. To test the significance of
this result, we set our null hypothesis H0 as: “the average
number of users who follow the sequence is same as those
who don’t”. By applying a two-sample t-test, the null hypothesis was rejected with a significance value of 2.2 × 10−16
thereby concluding that the majority of travelers visit POIs
sequentially.

Figure 1: Travel pattern of a tourist who is interested in
historical sites and nature.
ommendation model, abbreviated as SSTREC, that aims at
providing personalized POI recommendations for travelers.
Inspired by several state-of-the-art generative models [26,
24, 23], we create a probabilistic framework that incorporates a multitude of features such as (a) the topical preference of users from their historical check-ins, (b) their friend’s
choice from the social network of travelers, (c) the sequential
visiting patterns of travelers, and (d) the trending popularity of venues, into a unified supervised topic model to make
effective suggestions of POI sequences.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We begin
by providing some statistical insights about the behavior
of travelers in Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce the
proposed SSTREC model and the generative process. The description of the model is followed by the details of Gibbs
sampling and the derivation of parameters in Section 4. We
also explain the algorithm for creating POI sequences in
this section. The data collection methodology and the results of our experiments are discussed in Section 5. Finally,
we review the related works on location recommendation in
Section 6 and conclude our paper in Section 7.

2.

LEARNING TRAVELER BEHAVIOR

Before designing a recommendation model for travelers,
it is important to understand their check-in behavior. In
other words, we try to answer the question “What motivates
travelers to visit a POI?” from four different perspectives
namely: (a) sequential travel patterns, (b) topical interest
of users, (c) impact of users’ social circle and (d) popularity
of POIs.

Figure 2: Behavior of travelers: (a) Variation in the distribution of follower versus non-followers; (b) Topical composition
of tourists; (c) Impact of social circle on check-in behavior
of tourists; (d) Influence of prominent reviewers over user
check-ins.
Topical Composition: The decision to visit a landmark cer-

tainly depends on the topical interest of travelers. Nonetheless, to understand the topical variability of user interests,
we extract the POI categories from their check-in history
and plot the histogram of the topical compositions in Figure 2(b), where the x-axis is the number of unique topical
categories liked by the travelers. In general, we see that
the travelers are interested in multiple topical categories of
POIs. However, a majority of them are restricted to about
5-10 categories and people who are interested in over 30 topical categories are extremely few in number.
Impact from the Social Circle: For every traveler u ∈ U
in our dataset, we obtain their list of friends Fu using

the Foursquare API1 . We then calculate the percentage of
friends who have visited a location v ∈ V , and the probability of this user u to visit v. The outcome of this analysis
is depicted in Figure 2(c), which shows that the probability
of a user visiting a POI increases as the cardinality of set
Fu get larger. In other words, the social circle of a user
plays an important role in influencing the check-in habits of
travelers.
Presence of Prominent Reviewers: Reviewers play a critical role in attracting tourists; therefore, we also investigate
whether check-ins are influenced by POI reviews by authoritative reviewers. Consequently, for every POI, we calculate the number of authoritative users based on the upvotes
of their tips (or reviews) and plot it against the number
of check-ins in Figure 2(d). This plot indicates that POIs
having large number of such authoritative users have the
potential to attract many tourists.

3.

PROPOSED SSTREC MODEL

In this section, we introduce SSTREC, a probabilistic generative model for recommending POIs for travelers. Our
model is designed to capture the following behavioral traits
of tourists: (1) traveling habits of users exhibit a strong
sequential pattern, where the selection of a POI is dependent on the previously visited POI. (2) topical interests of
users are strongly dependent on their level of relationship
to their friend’s circle. (3) the interest of users is confined
to a limited set of topical categories, which can be obtained
from their history of POI visits. (4) the choice of POIs are
heavily dependent on their popularity.
Problem Statement: Given a set of POIs V =
{v1 , v2 , ..., v|V | }, a set of travelers U = {u1 , u2 , ..., u|U | }, the
goal of the proposed SSTREC model is to recommend a ranked
list of V sequential POIs to a target (or new) traveler u
e.

3.1

– The user chooses the venue based on the popularity
distribution ψ V ∼ Dirichlet(σ).
• If d is 1:
– The user chooses the venue vi based on (1.) the distribution over the previous POI vi−1 and (2.) the
topical distribution of POIs, which is a multinomial
φZV .
Table 1: List of notations used in this paper.
Symbol
V = {vi }
U = {ui }
F = {fj }
D
Z = {zi }
K
L
θU Z
φU F
φZV
λ
ψV
α, β, γ
ρ, δ, σ
F
nU
u,f

Description
set of POIs, vi indicates a single POI
set of travelers, ui indicates a single traveler
set of friends of users, where F ⊂ U
binary decision variable, representing d=1 or d=0
set of latent topics
number of topics
set of observed categories from the history of travelers
topic distribution of travelers
distribution of social correlation between U and F
topical distribution of POIs
U × D social circle-popularity preference matrix
popularity distribution of POIs
hyper-parameters of Dirichlet priors for θU Z , φU F
hyper-parameters of Dirichlet priors for λ, φZV , ψ V
# times user u preferred friend f ’s choice

nZU
z,f

# times a user (or his friend) preferred topic z

nZV
z ,v

# times POI vi is assigned to topic zi given vi−1

D
nU
u,d

# times decision d is picked by user u

nV
v

# times POI v is picked only based on popularity

i |vi−1

i

Generative Process

The behavior of a traveler is presented as a graphical
model (SSTREC) in Figure 3. We describe the generative
process of our model as follows:
• A traveler u can decide to visit a venue v based on his own
decision or based on the decision of his friends Fu . This is
determined by the distribution of social correlations φU F
between this user and his friends. Here, φU F is a multinomial distribution with symmetric Dirichlet prior, i.e.,
φU F ∼ Dirichlet(γ).
• Based on the distribution of social correlations, the user
chooses a friend fj,i and selects a POI i by first choosing its
category (or topic) zi . If the social correlation between the
user and his friends is high, zi is drawn from the topical
distribution of his friends θfU Z ; if the correlation is low, zi
selected from his own distribution θuU Z .
• The topical preference of the travelers (obtained from
their history of POI visits), is incorporated in the form
of supervised labels L, which acts as a constraint over
the topic distribution θU Z . The label Lu of a user
u follows a Bernoulli distribution with beta prior, i.e.,
Lu ∼ Bernoulli(β).
• A traveler can select a POI in two different ways: (a) based
on his (or friend’s) topical interest or (b) by simply choosing a POI purely based on it’s popularity. In our model,
1

this decision is governed by the variable di that takes a
binary value 0 or 1.
• If d is 0:

https://developer.foursquare.com/

4.

PARAMETER ESTIMATION

We adopt a collapsed Gibbs sampling for posterior inference of SSTREC parameters (φU F , θU Z , λ, φZV and ψ V ). The
posterior probability of our model is:
p(z, f, d, v|.)
(1)
p(z, f, d|v, β, α, σ, δ, ρ, λ) =
p(v|.)
Direct multinomial relationship between the variables f
and z creates complex inter-dependencies of two latent variables. To overcome this problem, we first estimate the social
correlations φU F by using the traditional LDA topic model
[2], where the observed words are the set of friends in our
data, and the documents are the users. After this step, we
treat φU F as an observed variable (denoted by the shaded
circle in Figure 3).
Using the generative process, the total likelihood can be
expanded as follows:
p(f, z, d, v|.)
(2)
Z
Z
= p(f |φU F )p(φU F |γ)dφU F · p(d|λ)p(λ|ρ)dλ
Z
· p(z|f, θU Z )p(θU Z |α, L)dθU Z
Z Z
·
p(vi |vi−1 , d, z, ψ V , φZV )p(ψ V |σ)p(φZV |δ)dψ V φZV

Z
(1)
(0)
p(vi |d, ψ V )p(ψ V |σ)dσ· p(vi |vi−1 , d, z, φZV )p(φZV |δ)dδ
{z
}|
{z
}
|
Z

popularity

personal choice

(3)
In the above equation, vi0 indicates the POI that is selected when d = 0 and vi1 corresponds to the POI chosen
when d = 1. There are two important notes about Equation
2: first, the labeling prior β does not have a direct impact
over the model; hence, it is not included in the equation.
This is because, once the labels L are observed, β becomes
d-separated [24]. Second, since we infer the φU F using an
independent LDA model, the distribution of friendship correlation is now observed, which makes the γ d-separated as
well.
Since f is a multinomial that directly affects z, we first
sample z for all combinations of f . Based on Equations (2)
and (3) the posterior is given by:
p(zi = k, fi = ê|v (1) , z¬i , f¬i )
(4)
R
R
UZ
UZ
UZ
UF
UF
p(z|f, θ )p(θ |α)dθ
p(f |φ )p(φ |γ)dγ
·R
= R
p(f¬j |φU F )p(φU F |γ)dγ
p(z¬i |f, θU Z )p(θU Z |α)dθU Z
R
p(vi1 |vi−1 , d, z, φZV )p(φZV |β)dφZV
·R
p(vi1 |vi−1 , d, z¬i , φZV )p(φZV |β)dφZV
Figure 3: Plate diagram for generative process of SSTREC.

∝

F
nU
u,f,¬i + γf u
F
P
F
0
(nU
u,f 0 ,¬i + γf u )

·

f0

Algorithm 1: Generative process of SSTREC
for each POI v ∈ V do
Draw ψ v ∼ Dirichlet(σ)
end
for each topic zk , k ∈ K do
Draw φZV ∼ Dirichlet(δ)
end
for each tourist u ∈ U do
for each topic zk , k ∈ K do
Draw L(u) ∈ {0, 1} ∼ Bernoulli(β)
end
Initialize α(u) ← L × α
Draw λ ∼ Beta(ρ)
Draw θ(u) ∼ Dirichlet(α)
for each position i of POI v, in sequence V u do
Draw f ∼ M ultinomial(φU F )
Draw switch d ∼ Bernoulli(λu )
if d = 0 then
Draw v ∼ M ultinomial(ψ V )
end
if d = 1 then
Draw z ∼ M ultinomial(θ(uf ) )
Draw v ∼ M ultinomial(φvi−1 zi )
end
end
end
According to Algorithm 1, the selection of POI by a user
is based on two distinct choices, namely, popularity and personal choice. This allows to decompose the last multiplier in
Equation (2) into a product of two independent components:

nZF
z,f,¬i + αz
K
P

·

(nZF
z,f,¬i + αz ) − 1

z=k

nZV
zi ,vi |vi−1 ,¬i + δvi |vi−1
V
P
v0

0
(nZV
zi ,v 0 ,¬i + δv ) − 1

Once we sample the topics z for all combinations of
friends, we then sample for the decision variable d = 1 and
d = 0 as follows:
p(di = 1|d¬i , z, v, f ) =
(5)
R
R
(1)
ZV
ZV
ZV
p(vi |vi−1 , d, z, φ )p(φ |δ)dφ
p(d|λ)p(λ|ρ)dλ
R
·R
(1)
p(d¬i )p(λ|ρ)dλ
p(vi |vi−1 , d¬i , z, φZV )p(φZV |δ)dφZV
∝

D
nU
u,(1),¬i + ρ
D
nU
u,(1),¬i

+

D
nU
u,(0),¬i

nZV
zi ,vi |vi−1 ,¬i + δv

·

V
+ 2ρ − 1 P
0
(nZV
zi ,v 0 ,¬i + δv ) − 1
v0

p(di = 0|d¬i , z, v, f )
∝

D
nU
u,(0),¬i + ρ
D
UD
nU
u,(0),¬i + nu,(1),¬i +

(6)
nVv,¬i

+ σv
· V
2ρ − 1 P
(nVv0 ,¬i + σv0 ) − 1
v0

Once the topics z and decision variables d are sampled,
the estimated parameters of the model θ̂U Z , λ̂, φ̂ZV , and ψ̂ V
can be derived by normalizing the counts nN F , nU D , nZV ,
and nV , respectively.
Recommending POIs: Given a traveler u
e, and his current
venue vi−1 the recommendation score of an unseen (or next)
POI vei is calculated as:
X U Z ZV
p(ve0 i |vi−1 , u
e) =
θ̂ue,z · φ̂z,ve0 |v
· λ̂ue + (1 − λ̂ue ) · ψ̂vV
i

i−1

z∈K

(7)
One can observe that Equation (7) supports the set of all
behavioral traits of travelers that were outlined in Section
2. First, parameter θUˆZ captures the favorite categories
ˆ
of travelers, φZV
vi |vi−1 captures the sequential relationship

between the POIs, and ψ̂ V captures the popularity-based
POI preference. It is important to note that the distribution
θUˆZ also encompasses the social component of our model,
since according to our generative model, the topical space
of users is constrained by the selection of friends.

4.1

Incorporating Prior Information

Our proposed model is a semi-supervised generative
framework, which allows us to incorporate traveler and POIspecific features as priors.
Prior Information for Travelers: the traveler-based features are two-fold: (a) POI categories from the historical
visits of users, which form the supervised topical labels L
and (b) strength of friendship, which correspond to the prior
information for the distribution φU F . The prior β for the
label L is defined as follows:
# times user u visits POI with category c
β(u, c) =
total POI visits by u
The priors for social relationship γ is determined using three
different features, namely (1) the presence of a friendship
link between users, (2) the number of overlapping topical
categories (obtained from historical POI visits) and (3) the
number of lists that are commonly followed by the users. In
Foursquare, lists are like folders which enable the users to
organize POIs that share similar characteristics in the form
of geographical proximity or topical categories. This feature
is extremely useful since it expresses the explicit action of
users’ interest over a collection of POIs. Consequently, the
strength of friendship between users a and b is formulated
as a linear combination of the above features as follows:
γ(a, b) = I(a, b)w + Cat(a, b) + `(a, b)
In the above equation, w is a weight factor, I is the indicator
variable which denotes the presence of link between users a
and b, Cat and ` denote the categorical and lists features
respectively.
Prior Information for POIs: Popularity based features are
introduced as prior σ into our model. We formulate the
popularity score of a POI v as a function of the two features
namely, the number of prominent reviewers for a POI R
(explained in Section 2) and the total number of check-ins
M. Formally, this prior is calculated as σ(v) = R(v) +
M(v).

4.2

Creating POI Sequences

The ultimate goal of the proposed method is to recommend a series of POIs that can serve as travel itineraries to
the users. Inspired by the algorithm proposed in [14], we assume that a traveler will provide the following inputs to our
model: (1) the current location, (2) the arrival time, (3) the
number of route options, and (4) the spare time, which indicates the total time a traveler is willing to spend during his
current trip. The procedure for route generation is shown
in Algorithm 2, where the spare time is indicated by B, [
denotes buffer time, and K denotes the number of route options. The algorithm starts by inserting the start location
of the user vustart to the priority queue Q as the very first
sequence (a single POI is a special case of a sequence). It
then generates K travel routes by performing the following
set of operations. First, it pops the sequence with highest
weight (i.e. the first POI vustart in this case) from the priority queue and checks if it meets our distance criteria (line
5). This distance dr should be greater than the total travel

time, which is the spare time plus the buffer time. If yes,
then the algorithm acknowledges this as a route for recommendation (line 6); if not, it looks for alternative sequences
of routes in lines 9-15, where it calculates the posterior according to the SSTREC model and the total distance for each
new route in lines 11 and 12 and adds this new route along
with other metadata to the priority queue. In this algorithm,
rv+ denotes a new POI v being added to route r, r[vl ] is
the last visited venue in the route, prv+ and drv+ indicates
the updated probability and distance for the sequence rv+
respectively. To reduce the number of POI combinations in
our Gibbs sampling algorithm, we only consider POIs that
meet the distance threshold.
Algorithm 2: T-Route: Recommending POI sequences
Input: B,[,K
Output: ö
1 Initialize: k←0, A←array[ ], Q←PriorityQueue( )
2 Assign: Q← vustart
3 while k ≤ K do
4
r←get sequence with highest probability from Q
5
if B − [ ≤ dr ≤ B + [ then
6
Insert r into ö
7
k ←k+1
8
end
9
else if dr ≤ (B + [) then
10
for v ∈ Vu do
11
Set prv+ ← p(v|u, r[vl ]) using Equation (7)
12

+

Set drv ← dr + TravelTime(r[vl ], v)
+

13
Insert tuple < rv + , prv+ , drv > in Q
14
end
15
end
16 end

5.

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we report the results of comprehensive
experimental evaluation of the proposed SSTREC model
and compare it with other baselines and the state-of-the-art
probabilistic model. We begin by discussing the details of
our data collection methodology, which is then followed by
the explanation of the evaluation metrics and the results of
our experiments.

5.1

Dataset Description

For our experiments, we obtained the tweets of foursquare
check-ins from the authors of [15], which spans from MarchJuly 2014. We then augmented this raw data with a variety of POI and user-profile information by querying the
Foursquare API. Information about POI includes textual
description, rating, etc. Information about user includes
friends, number of check-ins, and lists. In total, we obtained
1,247,847 check-ins by 108,341 unique users and 170,472
venues (POIs) distributed over 20 cities. In this paper, we
perform our experiments over a subset of this data, which
pertains to the top four cities based on the frequency of
check-ins. The statistics of our dataset is shown in Table
2, where Mn denotes mean, Md the median, Chk indicates
check-ins, Frns denotes friends and Cats corresponds to the
categories (or topics) of POIs. Using this dataset as the base,

we mimic a real-world scenario of travelers by taking every
location, and creating three new cases based on the following conditions: (1) Tourist dataset (D1): Every user should
have checked-in for at least 2 consecutive days and at most 6
days. The home location of the user should be different from
the target city. For instance, if we are recommending POIs
in Chicago, the user location should not be from Chicago.
(2) Localè dataset (D2): We relax the constraint on consecutive check-ins; meaning, we do not care about whether
a person has checked-in on consecutive days. However, for
this case, the home location of the user should be the same
as the target location. (3) Social dataset (D3): We remove
constraints that was set for D1 and D2. Nonetheless, for this
case, every user should have atleast 4 friends (social connection) with every member who is a part of this dataset. It
should be noted that the statistics shown in Table 2 vary
for each of the above cases (i.e. D1-D3). Researchers can
download the raw datasets used in our experiments from our
public Github repository2 .
Table 2: Statistics of our Foursquare dataset.
City
NY
Moscow
LA
Chicago

5.2

#Users

#POI

1521
1132
794
822

2076
1574
976
1079

Mn
Chk
10.75
13.05
8.51
8.9

Md
Chk
8
7
6
6

Mn
Frns
10.04
5.80
9.37
7.4

Mn
Cats
17.14
9.36
13.45
13.36

Performance Evaluation

The evaluation methodology for our model consists of two
types; the first type is called the uni-step recommendation
and the second type is termed as the multi-step recommendation. In the uni-step evaluation, we use the first n-1 visited POIs in the sequence for training and the last visited
POI for testing. In multi-step evaluation, instead of removing only the last visited POI, we use the last 3 contiguous
POI sequences for testing. We make sure that the testing
POIs fall within the spare time plus the buffer time that
was mentioned in Section 4.2. Our evaluation is performed
over all cases of the dataset, namely, Tourist (D1), Locale
(D2) and Social (D3). The SSTREC model and all other
baselines are implemented using Python’s numpy numerical
module, and Scikit-Learn machine learning module3 .

5.2.1

Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate the performance of ranking, we use the standard information retrieval measures. For every traveler, we
compute: (1) P@N: precision at rank N is the fraction of
POIs that were actually visited by users in the top-N ranked
POI instances, (2) R@N: recall at rank N is the fraction of
the visited POIs that were retrieved at every top-N ranked
POI instances, (3) S@N: The success at rank N is the probability of finding at least one truly visited POI in the topN ranked set, (4) DCG: The discounted cumulative gain is
based on the fact that highly relevant POIs are more important than marginally relevant ones and (5) Edit distance:
The minimum number of operations that are required to
transform the recommended sequence of POIs to the se2
3

https://github.com/magnetpest2k5/WSDM17
http://scikit-learn.org

quence of POIs in the actual ground-truth (i.e., test set)
of the user.

5.2.2

Baseline Methods for Comparison

We compare the performance of our proposed model with
the following baselines:
• Random Multinomial Choice (RC ) recommends a location by naively drawing a location v from a multinomial distribution of global location weights vi ∼
M ulti{v1 , ..., vn }. These weights are not user-specific and
simply based on the number of check-ins for each location.
• Markov Model (MM ) predicts the next visiting venue of
the user using a Markov model that calculates the probability p(vt |vt−1 ), where vt is the next (to be visited) landmark, vt−1 is the previously visited landmark. This model
completely ignores the topical interests of users.
• Photographer Behavior Model (PBM ) is a state-of-theart topic model that uses a combination of Markov model
and PLSA topic model [22] to recommend sequence of
POIs [14].

5.3
5.3.1

Experimental Results
Recommending Singular POI Sequence

We begin this section, by presenting the performance of
the model in terms of recall in Figure 4. In general, the
proposed SSTREC model outperforms other models on all
dataset types, while the random multinomial choice (RC)
has the worst performance. Although PBM performs better
than the Markov model (MM), it is important to note that
the results are not consistent. For instance, in Figure 4(b),
the performance of PBM is lower than MM on D1 and D2
datasets. On the other hand, the results of the proposed
model are consistent throughout all the scenarios. A possible explanation for such inconsistency is that PBM relies on
a naive combination of Markovian and the topic probability;
this makes the topic space disjoint from the POI transition
probability. Contrary to this, SSTREC learns the preference
of POIs using a unified generative framework where the topic
space of travelers and POIs are constrained on Markovian
transition probabilities, popularity of POIs and categorical
choice of users. The best performance of SSTREC (and all
other models) is observed over the social dataset D3. This is
mainly due to the nature of this dataset, where the presence
of friendship links between the users results in many commonly visited POIs. Additionally, our model is able to leverage this social linkage to overcome sparsity and yield better
results. The precision performance of the models shown in
Figures 4(e)-(h) are similar to their recall counterparts with
SSTREC outperforming other models by achieving a precision up to 10%. The PBM closely follows our model, but not
for all scenarios; its poor consistency is yet again revealed
in Figures 4(f) and 4(g), where MM outperforms all other
models except SSTREC.
Quality of Ranked POIs: DCG is a classic performance
measure that is used widely in evaluating information retrieval systems. In our setting, we use this measure to
penalize incorrectly ranked POIs based on their positions.
Unlike information retrieval, where documents are assigned
different relevance levels, our data is binary (i.e. 1 if user
visits a POI and 0 otherwise); consequently, we set a constant relevance score of 3 for all POIs. The comparison of

Figure 4: Performance comparison of SSTREC model: (a)-(d) shows the recall scores and (e)-(h) show the precision scores.

DCG scores between SSTREC and PBM for top 50 ranked
POIs is shown in Figures 5(a)-(d), where the x-axis denotes
the topic size. We see that SSTREC performs better than
PBM over both the data set types D1 and D3. It should be
noted that SSTREC is a supervised model where the topic
space corresponds to the number of unique POI categories.
Therefore, the topic count for this model corresponds to the
number of unique POI categories. The DCG scores of PBM
reaches a saturation point at about 20 topics. Contrary to
this, SSTREC performs better with more topics since this
essentially translates into more supervised information. In
our experiments, we were able to see a steady improvement
in DCG even beyond 100 topics, although the improvement
was marginal. Originally, we have 320 unique categories of
POIs from Foursquare.

5.3.2

Recommending Multiple POI Sequences

In this experiment, we focus on evaluating the exact order of POI sequences generated by Algorithm 2; i.e., a recommended sequence is deemed as a true positive instance,
only if it matches with the exact order of the POIs sequentially visited by a user in the test data. The outcome of
this experiment is depicted as edit distance in Figure 5,
which is based on the following edit operations: insert into
a sequence, delete from a sequence, and replace one POI
with another. From the results, we observe that the proposed SSTREC model has the lowest edit distance among
all models. As the spare time increases, the number of recommended venues increases as well, which in-turn increases
the number of mismatches in the recommended sequences.
Unlike the precision and recall scores, we did not find any
major performance increase between datasets D1 and D3.

5.3.3

information) and the travel time between POIs, the interface shows 3 recommended sequences of POIs with varying travel times. The topics associated with the sequences
are presented above them. For instance, route 1 consists
of Chelsea market, 9/11 Memorial, Rockwood Music Hall
that are associated with Historical sites, Music and Shopping. It can be seen that all routes that are recommended
have historical site and music as common topical categories.
Although there is some mismatch between topics and POI
sequences, for most part they are coherent. In addition to
the recommended route sequences, the figure also shows the
topics and POIs from the user’s social network, which is provided by leveraging the distribution of social correlations. It
should be noted that the travel times indicated on the routes
are not the exact travel times; instead, they correspond to
a combination of travel and visiting time. For example, the
travel time of 1.5 hours between POI 5 and 6 indicates the
time taken to reach POI 6 from 5, plus the time to tour
POI 6.

Visual Interface for Travelers

In this section, we present the qualitative results of our
model using a visual interface shown in Figure 6. Due to
space limitations, we restrict our example to just one user
and one city. In this interface, the user provides the input city as New York, a spare time of 4 hours and the start
location as Union square (denoted by red star) and the number of route options as 3. Based on the topical interest of
the user (not shown in the Figure, since it is background

Figure 6: A visual example of travel routes recommended
by the SSTREC model.

6.

RELATED WORK

Research on location recommendation can be broadly
classified into the following three categories: (a) simple POI

Figure 5: (a)-(d) shows the performance comparison of SSTREC model in terms of DCG. (e)-(f) shows the variation in the
recommended POI sequences for travelers.

recommendation that aims at suggesting individual and independent landmarks, (b) travel package recommendation
and (c) tour recommendation.
Recommending Independent POIs: There are numerous
works on recommending independent venues. Matrix factorization techniques to recommend POIs in LSBNs are proposed in [6, 1, 38], while [6] incorporates temporal properties
into these models. In [32], the authors propose a power-law
probabilistic model, [3] formulates the probability of a user’s
check-in as a Multi-center Gaussian model, and [21] integrates user preference and location into a Bayesian learning model. The authors of [18] and [33] incorporate contextual information into a topic modeling based framework,
while [29] proposed a hybrid matrix factorization model to
incorporate sentiments. A more recent work on location
recommendation addresses the cold start problem by viewing non-visited locations as non-negative samples and proposes a content-aware collaborative filtering [16]. Lian et
al. [17] addresses the same problem by viewing mobility
records as implicit feedback and leverages them as weighted
matrix factorization. The authors of [34, 10, 15] adopt a
different methodology of suggesting location by segmenting
geographical areas into sub-regions based on the characteristics of POIs. Topic models incorporating geographical and
social information have also been shown to be effective for
other tasks, such as opinion mining [30] and social media
information retrieval [11, 13, 12]
Travel package recommendation: utilizes the geo-location
information of travelers to recommend vacation packages
such as a combined package of rental car plus hotel stay or
flight travel hotels and local transportation [19, 7]. Nonetheless, this body of work is different from ours, since their
goal is focused on creating combination of attractive packages that might draw the attention of travelers. On the
other hand, our goal is to recommend a combination (more
specifically a sequence) of points of interest for travelers. Although [20] and [4] consider the sequential pattern of POI
visits, they do not factor in other important features, such
as popularity of locations and social networks of users. Additionally, these methods recommend only single POI rather

than their sequence.
Travel Route Recommendation: Unlike the above men-

tioned body of works, travel route recommendation is an
emerging area, where most published papers are relatively
new [25, 35, 36, 37, 27]. In [36], the authors adopt a collaborative retrieval model that incorporates pairwise weighted
approximate rank function, while [37] proposes a pairwise
tensor factorization-based framework that models user-POI,
POI-time, and POI-POI interactions for successive POI recommendation. The authors of [39] model the interests of
travelers using the popular HITS algorithm. By utilizing
GPS logs from mobile devices various travel sequences are
suggested for the users. Goinis et al. [8] adopted a timeaware tour recommendation framework that optimizes travel
routes based on the best visiting times of POIs and [9] proposed algorithms that incorporate various constraints, such
as variety of venues, budget constraints of users and the satisfaction provided by the POIs for recommendation. In a
recent work, Wen et al. [28] incorporate the semantics of
keywords from user queries in a skyline travel route framework for creating sequential POIs.
Despite being novel, the recommendation frameworks
proposed in these works provide a very low degree of personalization. Some consider time-dependent factors, but ignore
the topical preference of users; some capture user-level features, but do not incorporate temporal or sequential visiting
patterns. In summary, our paper is uniquely different from
the above mentioned works because of the following reasons:
(1) we propose a novel topic-model based approach that incorporates the temporal quality of sequential visits, influence from social network of the user, the topical preference
of users and the popularity of POIs. (2) using the proposed
generative model, we recommend a series of travel sequences
that will interest tourists. The paper that is closest to our
work [14] uses a combination of a topic model and a Markov
model to recommend sequences of venues. Therefore, in
this paper, we treat this model as the state-of-the-art tour
recommendation system and compare it with the proposed
SSTREC recommendation framework.

7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed a social sequential tour
recommendation SSTREC model, which provides personalized POI recommendations for travelers. Using a novel
generative approach, the proposed model utilizes diverse
features, such as temporal sequences, social relations,
topical preferences and popularity of POIs, to provide
quality POI recommendations to travelers. The model
was then extended using a best first search algorithm to
recommend a sequence of POIs that could serve as travel
itineraries. Using extensive set of experiments, and a rich
dataset of Foursquare check-ins, we showed that our model
outperforms a state-of-the-art probabilistic model in almost
all scenarios.
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